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 wav .wav .wav .wav but a completely new software technique which allows you to use your existing sounds and play them through the sounds of the IMA. While preserving the classic, musical and sonorous character of a Roland machine. The technology is based on the in-depth understanding of the architecture of the IMA and the mastering of the filters of the synth. That allows you to define sounds
precisely, to sculpt your sounds and enrich them with third party effects. Features * Pure analog sound that preserves the essence of the hardware * Analog hardware sounds with the Power Reverb and Chorus effects * Analog/digital hybrid sound and a complete set of classic analogue and digital effects * All the sounds of the IMA's voices can be easily used in another instrument or in another patch *
The first synth where you can play your favorite sounds from a Roland and get their sounds * The first synthesizer where the best of the Roland software sounds can be played in a Roland synth Roland Zone Classic is an upgrade of the Roland Zone software that already works with the Roland V-Piano. Roland Zone Classic gives you access to a Roland synth as a virtual synth with the sounds of Roland
products. The sounds and effects of the Zone software can be edited, and the player can play the sounds of the Roland synthesizer. To define the sound, it is necessary to set the filter's parameters. To do this, it is necessary to enter the numbers associated with the parameters (A/B, Low, High, Cutoff, Resonance). In addition, the attack and release times (both mono and polyphonic) can be set, as well

as the sustain and the decay time. As with all synthesizers, it is not possible to mute the sound in the software. The idea is to create the most authentic experience, to approach, from Roland Zone Classic, a Roland synth with Roland synth software. This should be accomplished with a combination of the most authentic sound possible and the use of a control panel that can be manipulated by any
musician, regardless of their technical level. Implementation in the software In Roland Zone Classic there are no preset sounds of Roland. The sounds and effects of the Zone software can be edited and used with the synthesizer as analog sound samples. In Roland Zone Classic there are no presets in the Roland synthesizer. They have been replaced by sounds that have been recorded from a Roland

synthesizer. These 520fdb1ae7
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